Abstract To reasonably implement the reliability analysis and describe the significance of influencing parameters for the multi-failure modes of turbine blisk, advanced multiple response surface method (AMRSM) was proposed for multi-failure mode sensitivity analysis for reliability. The mathematical model of AMRSM was established and the basic principle of multi-failure mode sensitivity analysis for reliability with AMRSM was given. The important parameters of turbine blisk failures are obtained by the multi-failure mode sensitivity analysis of turbine blisk. Through the reliability sensitivity analyses of multiple failure modes (deformation, stress and strain) with the proposed method considering fluid-thermal-solid interaction, it is shown that the comprehensive reliability of turbine blisk is 0.9931 when the allowable deformation, stress and strain are 3.7 Â 10 À3 m, 1.0023 Â 10 9 Pa and 1.05 Â 10 À2 m/m, respectively; the main impact factors of turbine blisk failure are gas velocity, gas temperature and rotational speed. As demonstrated in the comparison of methods (Monte Carlo (MC) method, traditional response surface method (RSM), multiple response surface method (MRSM) and AMRSM), the proposed AMRSM improves computational efficiency with acceptable computational accuracy. The efforts of this study provide the AMRSM with high precision and efficiency for multi-failure mode reliability analysis, and offer a useful insight for the reliability optimization design of multi-failure mode structure.
Introduction
As the heart of aircraft, aeroengine directly influences the safety and reliability of flight. 1 Turbine blisk, as one of the core components of aeroengine, effects the reliable and stable operation of aeroengine. However, turbine blisk always bears many loads from high temperature, high pressure and high rotational velocity, and holds many failure modes in operating process, such as strain failure, deformation failure, and so forth. 2 Therefore, it is significant to carry out reasonable and effective reliability analysis.
Plentiful studies on structure reliability analysis lead to the development of reliability analysis methods. 3 For instance, Kaymaz 4 studied the structural reliability problem based on Kriging model; Lin et al. 5 discussed the reliability of coupled oscillators; Dimitrov et al. 6 proposed the model factor rectification method for the reliability analysis of composite turbine blade based on finite element technology. Hu et al. 7 completed the reliability analysis of turbine blade by the stochastic chaos polynomial expansion method approximating to structural limit-state function considering fluid dynamics. In order to solve the multi-source uncertainty problem of structure reliability analysis, Wang et al. 8 discussed the hybrid reliability analysis method based on the convex model theory and compared with the conventional probabilistic analysis method.
As an important approach, response surface method (RSM) is widely used in structural reliability analysis. [9] [10] [11] Zhang and Bai GC 9 developed extremum response surface method for the reliability analysis of two-link flexible robot manipulator; Krishnamurthy 10 compared the response surface construction methods for derivative estimation using moving least squares, Kriging and radial basis functions; Xiong et al. 11 advanced a double weighted stochastic response surface method for reliability analysis. To further improve the computational efficiency and precision, many works have been done. Fei and Bai GC 12,13 adopted support vector machine response surface method for structural reliability analysis. Ren and Bai GC 14 established artificial neural network (ANN) response surface model by integrating ANN algorithm with high accuracy and nonlinear mapping ability; Lv et al. 15 proposed the weight line response surface method based ANN for reliability analysis. To analyze the effect of high temperature heat translation on the reliability analysis of blisk structure, Bai B and Bai GC 16 completed the sensitivity analysis for blisk reliability by proposing extremum response surface method.
However, those methods are only fitted for structure reliability analysis with single failure mode. Few efforts on the multi-discipline and multi-object reliability analysis are done besides Fei et al. [17] [18] [19] Fei and Bai GC 17 proposed distributed collaborative extremum response surface method for the transient design of mechanical dynamic assembly reliability; Bai GC and Fei 18 proposed distributed collaborative response surface method for the design of mechanical dynamic assembly reliability; Zhai et al. 19 completed sensitivity analysis for the reliability of high pressure turbine blade-tip radical running clearance by adopting multiple response surface method. However, those achievements are only considered with one failure mode rather than multiple failure modes for the reliability analysis of complex structure.
The objective of this paper is to propose an advanced multiple response surface method (AMRSM) based on intelligent algorithm with high nonlinear mapping ability and response surface method for structural reliability analysis. The AMRSM mathematical model is established by integrating particle swarm optimization (PSO), ANN and multiple response surface theory. The reliability analysis of an aeroengine turbine blisk is implemented by reasonably selecting random variables and taking the deformation, stress and strain of turbine blisk as output response. Through the comparison of methods (Monte Carlo (MC) method, traditional response surface method (RSM), multiple response surface method (MRSM) and AMRSM), 19 the effectiveness and reasonability of the presented AMRSM are validated.
In what follows, in Section 2, AMRSM is studied including the basic idea and mathematical model of AMRSM and intelligent operator. Section 3 focuses on reliability sensitivity approach. The sensitivity analysis for turbine blisk reliability is achieved in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions of this study.
AMRSM

MRSM
The basic thought of MRSM is shown as follows:
(1) The single response surface model between input random variables x i and output response y(x i ) is established for each failure mode of structure. (2) Multiple response surface models are established based on single response surface model for structure reliability analysis rather than finite element method (FEM).
In line with the basic thought of MRSM, the stochastic problem of nonlinear complex structure reliability analysis is transformed into the problem of solving mathematical model, which greatly reduces computational time and improves computational efficiency. 19 The mathematical model of MERM is shown as: Reliability analysis is to adopt the random dispersion of random variables to analyze the probability that the structure meet the specified function in the practical engineering. In order to realize the comprehensive reliability analysis of multi-failure mode structure by using traditional RSM, AMRSM was advanced for structure reliability analysis on the foundation of MRSM. The basic thought is that (1) the random input variables are determined and the finite element (FE) model of structure is established; (2) according to the FE model, a number of samples are extracted as training sam-ples; (3) the number of nodes in each layer of neural network is defined, and many neural network models are fitted to these training samples; (4) the initial optimal weights and threshold of each neural network model are searched by using PSO; (5) the multiple response surface models with neural network are built by Bayesian regularization algorithm (BRA). The output response values are obtained by MC method linkage sampling of advanced multiple response surface models. The reliability analysis procedure of turbine blisk with AMRSM is shown in Fig. 1 .
Mathematical model of AMRSM
Arbitrary shape and strong adaptivity are the features of neural network, which may accurately fit the complex function relationship between random variables and response variable. back-propagation artificial neural network (BP-ANN) topology model is shown in Fig. 2 . The function relationship between response y and input variables x can be structured as
where W ik is the connection weight between the ith node of input layer and the kth node of hidden layer; b k is the kth threshold value of hidden layer; W kj is the connection weight between the kth node of hidden layer and the jth node of output layer; b j is the jth threshold value of the output layer; f 1 (Á) and f 2 (Á) are the transfer functions of hidden layer and output layer, respectively; m and n are the number of nodes in input layer and hidden layer, respectively. Through the establishment of many response surface models for each failure mode, the advanced multi-response surface model is shaped as 
Intelligent operators
As a kind of emerging algorithm, intelligent algorithm is now widely employed in many fields of parallel search and pattern recognition, which is promising for addressing the complex computation problem by simulating biological evolution. Particle swarm operator is prone to premature convergence or local optimal problem during intelligent search, which seriously impacts the accuracy of network model. The training operator of general BP network has slow convergence speed, low approximation accuracy and weak generalization ability, so that the accuracy of complex structure reliability analysis is always unacceptable. Accordingly, it is significant for the improvement of the precision of reliability analysis to effectively design particle swarm operator and training operator.
Currently, the PSO has been widely applied to function optimization, neural network training and fuzzy system control due to easy realization and high searching efficiency. 20 Firstly, the number of particles is determined and each particle is initialized in space. Hereinto, each particle has a potential solution. All particles search for the optimal solution in the solution space by following current optimal particles and tracking individual extreme values and population extremum to update individual position to research for the optimal solution. The renewal particle position and velocity are where w is the inertia weight; d is the search space dimension; i is the ith particle; k is the current iteration number; V id is the current particle velocity; P id is the current individual extremum; P gd is the current population extremum; c 1 and c 2 are the non-negative acceleration factors; r 1 and r 2 are the random numbers during time domain [0, 1] .
Inertia weight w reflects the degree of the current velocity inheriting the previous velocity. Larger inertia weight is beneficial to global search, while small inertia weight makes for local search. To better balance the global and local search ability, this paper adopts the adaptive inertia weight changing with iterations, i.e.,
where w 1 is the initial inertia weight; w 2 the inertia weight at the largest number of iteration; t the current iteration number; T the largest iteration number. Gradient decent method is general BP network training algorithm, which does not have a good application in complex nonlinear function approximation due to low approximation accuracy and weak generalization ability. For the problem of the algorithm, BRA is chosen to train ANN model in this paper. The algorithm is able to effectively improve the generalization of ANN through solving the over-fitting problem by continuously reducing the weights and threshold values in training process. Its performance function is
where
where k 1 and k 2 are the proportional coefficients; w j is the weight of ANN; e is the expected error function of output response; W is the vector of weight and threshold value for network layers; K is the iteration number; Z is the Jacobian matrix of e; k is the iteration variable.
Reliability sensitivity
The reliability sensitivity reflects the influence level of the variation of random variables on failure probability. By MC simulation, the failure probability is achieved as
where l g and D g are the mean and variance matrixes of the limit state function, respectively; U(Á) is the standard normal distribution function. The sensitivity of the mean matrix of random variables is represented by
in which
in which E(Á) is the function of mean values; l ij the jth datum in the ith input variable; l i0 the mean value of the ith input variable; r i0 the variance of the ith input variable; y j the jth output response; [y] the allowable deformation.
Example analysis
Gas turbine engine works in harsh environment so that the turbine blisk endures high temperature and high rotation speed. Therefore, it is difficult to get a coupled solution of the basic variables in fluid flow, heat transfer and structural response system simultaneously. In order to simplify the calculation under real working conditions, the relaxation coupling method was adopted to carry out the deterministic analysis of blisk considering fluid-thermal-structure interaction.
Fluid-thermal-structure interaction analysis of turbine blisk
Turbine blisk of aeroengine was taken as the object of study (Fig. 3 ) to validate the proposed methods. The deterministic Advanced multiple response surface method of sensitivity analysis for turbine blisk reliability with multi-physics coupling 965 analysis of turbine blisk was completed under the consideration of fluid-thermal-structure interaction. The diameter of blisk is 0.75 m and the material is TC4 alloy. 21 It is assumed that inlet fluid velocity, inlet pressure, gas temperature and rotational speed are 160 m/s, 600 kPa, 1150 K and 1168 rad/s, respectively.
Fluid analysis of blisk
In fluid analysis, the cylinder region with the length 1.2 m and the diameter 2 m was established for the fluid field of blisk model. The fluid field zone was meshed in Fig. 4 , in which the element number is 598428, and the node number is 842703. The simulation analysis of turbine blisk fluid field was executed by finite element volume method and standard k-e turbulence model. 22 The static pressure distribution of blisk surface is shown in Fig. 5. 
Thermal analysis on blisk
High temperature gas flow from combustion chamber imposes on the surface of blisk and thus makes blisk surface temperature rise by heat transfer and heat convection. The grid of blisk is shown in Fig. 6 where the number of element is 34875, and the number of node is 68678. The distribution of blisk surface temperature is shown in Fig. 7 .
Structure analysis of blisk
In the analysis of blisk, the blisk material parameters and rotational speed were determined firstly. And then the fluid pressure and temperature load were loaded into the fluid-solid interface of blisk. Finally, the analyses of deformation, stress and strain were completed under the effect of fluid pressure, thermal stress and centrifugal force. The distributions of deformation, stress and strain are shown in Fig. 8 . As illustrated in Fig. 8 , the maximum deformation of blisk locates on blade-tip, while the maximum stress and strain of blisk are on the root of disk.
Sensitivity analysis for blisk reliability
In the light of the uncertainties of material parameters mentioned in the handbook 21 and working condition of blisk from aeroengine tests, the inlet velocity v, inlet pressure p, temperature T, material density q and rotational speed x were reasonably chosen as input random variables, which were assumed to follow normal distribution and be independent mutually. The distributions of input random variables are listed in Table 1 . The input random variables were sampled by the composite sampling technique at the location of maximum deformation, stress and strain of turbine blisk. The output response values of maximum deformation, stress and strain were obtained by the fluid-thermal-solid coupling analysis based on these samples. The normalized data were taken as the training samples of ANN. And the 5-3-1 three-layer network structure was chosen as the BP-ANN model where the transfer functions from input layer to hidden layer and hidden layer to output layer as well as the training function are 'tansig', 'purelin' and 'trainbr', respectively, and particle dimension h = 16 and particle number N = 40 are selected for the BP-ANN model. Through 100 iterations, the optimal fitness value curves are shown in Fig. 9 .
As indicated in Fig. 9 , the optimal fitness values are steady when the number of simulations reach at 76, 22 and 3, respectively, for deformation's ARSM (ARSM-1), stress' ARSM (ARSM-2) and strain's ARSM (ARSM-3) . In other words, 76 iterations are promising to stabilize all the optimal fitness 
ð13Þ Table 1 Distributions of input random variables. Fig. 9 Optimal fitness value curves.
Advanced multiple response surface method of sensitivity analysis for turbine blisk reliability with multi-physics coupling 967 values for three ARSMs. Therefore, the samples from 100 iterations completely satisfy the establishment of the advanced response surface model (BP-ANN model).
The initial optimal weights and threshold values are inputted into ANN model. Through network training with BRA, the advanced multiple response surface function is obtained where the weight and threshold levels of two members are shown in Eqs. (11)- (13).
Through 10000 simulations on three advanced response surfaces by MC simulation method, the output responses are obtained by inversed normalization. Based on the related parameters in an aeroengine material handbook 21 and some related material tests, it can be found that the allowable deformation, allowable stress and allowable strain are 3.7 Â 10 À3 m, 1.0023 Â 10 9 Pa and 1.05 Â 10 À2 m/m, respectively. Referencing these material parameters, the results of turbine blisk reliability analysis are listed in Table 2 . In Table 2 , the failure number and the reliability are obtained by comparing the response values calculated by ARSM with the allowable values. The failure number is the number of output responses which are greater than the corresponding allowable values, while the reliability is the ratio of the number of response values, less than the corresponding allowable values, to the total response number. The curves and distributions of maximum deformation, stress and strain are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 . In line with Eqs. (9) and (10), the results of sensitivity analysis for turbine blisk reliability are shown in Fig. 12 and Table 3 .
AMRSM verification
To verify the AMRSM, the reliability analyses of turbine blisk were carried out with MC method, RSM, MRSM and AMRSM under the same computational conditions. All analyses are performed by the automatic parallel operation on three Intel Pentium 4 desktop computers with 2.13 GHz CPU and 4GB RAM. The computational time and reliability with four methods are shown in Tables 4 and 5 . Fig. 10 Simulation histories of blisk deformation, stress and stain.
Discussion
As demonstrated from Advanced multiple response surface method of sensitivity analysis for turbine blisk reliability with multi-physics coupling 969 are promising to satisfy the requirement of engineering design.
As revealed by Fig. 12 and Table 3 , the inlet gas velocity, temperature and rotating speed are main factors for the total deformation of blisk with the influence probabilities 34%, 24% and 35%, respectively. The effects of the inlet gas velocity and temperature on the stress of blisk are over 98%, in which the influence of gas temperature holds the greatest effect due to its impacting probability over 82%. The main factors of blisk strain are inlet gas velocity and temperature because of their influence probabilities 30% and 67%, respectively.
As shown from the results of comprehensive sensitivity analysis, the main factors of blisk failure are inlet fluid velocity, temperature and rational speed corresponding to the influence probabilities 29%, 44% and 25%, respectively. In the effect of the variables on the failure probability, the variable is positively related with the output response as the sensitivity is positive value, while negative sensitivity indicates that the output response negatively changes with the random variable.
Comprehensively considering blisk failure, we can see that the reduction of fluid velocity and fluid pressure causes the increase of blisk failure probability, while the increases of temperature, density and rotational speed lead to the increases of blisk failure probability, which is basically consistent with practical engineering.
As revealed in Table 4 and 5, the computing time of RSM, MRSM and AMRSM is far less than that of MC method. With the increase of the simulation times, the computational efficiency of AMRSM is higher than RSM and MRSM. Thus, the presented AMRSM is proved to hold the highest computational efficiency and speed due to the smallest time consumption. In the aspect of calculation accuracy, AMRSM is almost consistent with MC method, and higher than MRSM and RSM. Therefore, the AMRSM is demonstrated to be a highly accurate and highly efficient approach for reliability analysis.
Conclusions
(1) The reliability probability of blisk deformation, stress and strain are 0.9945, 0.9944, 0.9972 and 0.9931, respectively, and the comprehensive reliability degree of turbine blisk is 0.9931 when the designed deformation, stress and strain of turbine blisk are 3.7 Â 10 À3 m, 1.0023 Â 10 9 Pa and 1.05 Â 10 À2 m/m. (2) The inlet gas velocity, temperature and rotating speed are main factors for the total deformation of blisk. The effect probabilities of the inlet gas velocity and tem- 
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Note: L 1 , L 2 , L 3 and L are the sensitivities of input variables for deformation, stress, strain and overall blisk, respectively; P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P demote the influencing probabilities of input variables for deformation, stress, strain and overall blisk, respectively. perature on the stress of blisk are about 17% and 82%. The main factors leading to blisk strain are inlet gas velocity and temperature. (3) As shown from the results of comprehensive sensitivity analysis, the main factors of blisk failure are inlet fluid velocity, temperature and rational speed. Meanwhile, blisk failure is negatively influenced by gas velocity and pressure and positively affected by gas temperature, material density and rotational speed. (4) AMRSM holds high computational precision and efficiency from the comparison of methods. With the increase of simulation number, the advantages of AMRSM are more obvious. The results demonstrate that AMRSM is a feasible and efficient method for reliability analysis of multiple failure mode structures.
